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      ABSTRACT 
 The Brecker Brothers band was a jazz/funk/rock fusion ensemble which began in 1975 in 
New York City. Originally from Philadelphia, brothers Randy (trumpet, 1945-) and Michael 
(1949–2007) began their careers in the 1960s and soon became top call session musicians for 
big-name pop and rock acts in the early 1970s. During this time, Randy began to assemble ideas 
for a fusion ensemble which would realize his compositional ideas combining aspects of his jazz 
training alongside his experience performing with more commercial artists. From this, the 
Brecker Brothers band was born. 
 I see this research as the first step toward wider recognition of the Brecker Brothers band. 
I anticipate that others will follow with further examination of the group so that its legacy is ce-
mented in the larger jazz fusion conversation. This is a conversation which frequently cites Tony 
Williams’ Lifetime, the Miles Davis groups of the late 1960s/early 70s, Herbie Hancock’s Head-
hunters, John McLaughlin’s Mahavishnu Orchestra, and Chick Corea’s Return to Forever as the 
significant contributors to 1970s jazz fusion. My contention is that the Brecker Brothers should 
also occupy a place here; indeed, their willingness to incorporate much more commercial-friend-
ly fare alongside more experimental music constituted a unique place within this framework. 
 “Introduction” provides the context under which the band began, giving some history 
about the late 1960s jazz fusion scene and how the Brecker Brothers fit into it. “Comparative 
Analysis” traces the evolution of the band from many angles: I examine the most commonly per-
formed repertoire and when certain important pieces were introduced to the band’s set lists. Like 
its fusion counterpart Weather Report, the Brecker Brothers band underwent frequent personnel  
ii
shifts which caused its studio and live performances to have a freshness to them as members of 
the ensemble changed. Who these people were and how long they stayed with the band are topics 
I explore in this essay. The final section, “Influence of the Brecker Brothers Band," dives into the 
legacy of the ensemble and compares the Brecker Brothers with their contemporaries, particular-
ly during the band’s first iteration. “Influence of the Brecker Brothers band” explains how the 
musicians were influenced by their peers as well as how they influenced others. I also explore 
the lasting impact of the band and pinpoint which artists may have been influenced by their per-
formance and compositional techniques. A “Catalog” of all Brecker Brothers performances is 




 This project would not have been possible without the remarkable expertise of my doc-
toral committee, particularly Charles “Chip” McNeill. I will be eternally grateful to them for 
providing me with their intellectual insights during my four years at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. I have not only learned much during this time, but I have been given the 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
There was something special about the Brecker Brothers and the band they co-led off and on for 
over twenty years. Brian Zimmerman from Jazziz Magazine describes the Brecker Brothers band 
as “mold-breaking."  Bob Reeves from bobreeves.com, a leading brass mouthpiece manufactur1 -
er, calls them “a band of immeasurable impact and influence."  Chris Kelsey from allmusic.com 2
calls them “one of the most intelligent and creative fusion outfits."  Most within the jazz com3 -
munity will cite the Brecker Brothers as important innovators in the field of sonic manipulation; 
their experimentation using guitar and synthesizer effects on wind instruments set them apart 
from their colleagues, but other innovations of theirs are often overlooked. The Brecker brothers 
pushed jazz fusion from the more abstract, ethereal style of the late 1960s and early 1970s into a 
place which, by decade’s end, placed more of a premium on virtuosity and studio-style execu-
tion.  
1.1 Historical Background of the Fusion Movement 
 When Miles Davis first began to experiment with electronics and the influence of rock 
and funk ensembles in his own music, the jazz fusion “boulder” began its slow but inevitable roll 
into the 1970s. Fusion’s tenure lasted roughly until the early 1980s, although it continues as an 
undercurrent of mainstream jazz to this day. Jazz fusion borrows equally from traditional jazz 
 “The Touring Life: Travel Tips and Road Stories from Randy Brecker,” interview by Brian Zimmerman, Jazziz, 1
February 28, 2019, https://www.jazziz.com/the-touring-life-travel-tips-and-road-stories-from-randy-brecker/.
 “Randy Brecker-Trumpet Interview,” Bob Reeves Brass Mouthpieces, June 1, 2017, http://www.bobreeves.com/2
blog/randy-brecker-trumpet-interview/.
 Chris Kelsey, “The Brecker Brothers | Biography," Allmusic, accessed October 12, 2020, https://www.allmusic.3 -
com/artist/the-brecker-brothers-mn0000521674/biography.
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(particularly the harmonic concepts), funk (rhythms) and rock (amplification and sonic en-
hancement). One aesthetic differences with jazz fusion versus what came before is the adoption 
of rock attire. The musicians are dressed casually on stage, the way rock players are expected to 
look.  
 Quietly developing in the background of this scene were brothers Michael and Randy 
Brecker, who were recording session musicians in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The saxophon-
ist and trumpeter, respectively, had been members of seminal rock and rhythm-and-blues ensem-
bles at that time including Blood Sweat and Tears, Janis Joplin, John Lennon, Johnny and Edgar 
Winter, Stevie Wonder, James Taylor, and Carly Simon. Randy states in a 1978 interview:  
 “I had constantly been writing on my own...when I finally had enough 
music to do an album. Arista approached us to sign with them. I think it was, like, 
‘74 or ‘75 but the idea had been around for a long time; it was just a question of 
getting enough music together and getting a concept together which slowly 
evolved from all the stuff we had been doing, from the rock n roll gigs and the 
jazz gigs and eventually some mixture…evolved.”  4
Because of their backgrounds, the brothers approached the jazz fusion genre with a much 
different mindset than the musicians mentioned previously. The Brecker brothers had cut their 
teeth playing and recording with some jazz ensembles, to be sure, but performed with plenty of 
popular, unabashedly commercial acts as well. Because of this, they naturally incorporated elec-
tronic sonic enhancements and the use of electronic instruments in general. The leaders of the 
early fusion movement coming out of the Bitches Brew recording were largely schooled in jazz 
and so-called “art” music and had not had the type of commercial training that the brothers had. 
 “1978 Brecker Brothers interview,” Louis Gerrits, uploaded February 22, 2014, YouTube video, 3:51, https://4
youtu.be/oWGw6mT2GOw.
2
The Brecker brothers had allowed themselves to appreciate the value and merit in commercial 
popular music and brought this sensibility to their own band.  
The Brecker brothers did end up signing a recording contract with Arista, a brand-new 
label at this time. Arista was run, ironically, by Clive Davis, who had been present at Columbia 
records during the inception of Miles Davis’s turn toward jazz fusion. Clive Davis “was really 
pushing [the Breckers] to record a commercial record” according to Michael Brecker.  This is 5
unsurprising considering Clive Davis’s predilection for running a major label like Columbia, and 
indeed, his history comparing Miles’ early fusion recordings to contemporary rock/funk ensem-
ble Blood, Sweat, and Tears in terms of commercial viability in discussions with Miles himself.  6
 The 1970s was a complex decade full of musical uncertainty. By the end of the decade, 
the jazz fusion landscape looked quite different than it did at its start: the open-ended, experi-
mental music pioneered by Miles Davis in the late 1960s almost seemed to be influenced as 
much by free/avant-garde jazz as it was by funk and rock. By the late 1970s, that open-endedness 
was virtually gone and had been eschewed in favor of a more danceable, technically-oriented 
style of fusion where a premium was placed on “chops," or technical virtuosity. There is no 
doubt that the Brecker brothers had a lot to do with this transformation.  
 As the 1980s progressed, a tributary of jazz fusion known as “smooth jazz” began to take 
hold in the American consciousness. “Smooth jazz” is essentially radio-friendly instrumental pop 
music and typically not of interest to most jazz musicians. Nevertheless, Charles Carson argues 
that “giving preference to historical narratives that favor Eurocentric ideas of autonomy and uni-
 “Mike Brecker talking about the Arista years. Den Haag Holland 2003,” Louis Gerrits, uploaded January 11, 2014, 5
YouTube video, 6:04, https://youtu.be/B4mZn3dmcwc.
Clive Davis, Clive: Inside the Record Business, (New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc., 1975) 260–261.6
3
ty over sociological, popular, or even commercial concerns serves only to undermine the richness 
and complexity of the jazz idioms as a whole."  Because of the political realities of the 1970s 7
and new black upward mobility, Carson feels that “excluding smooth jazz [from the jazz canon]
…is tantamount to denying members of the black middle class to self-identity as both black and 
middle class."  Though saxophonist Grover Washington is typically and justifiably given most of 8
the credit for birthing this burgeoning style (his first solo album was released in 1972), the 
Brecker Brothers at the very least took cues from Washington’s innovations and combined his 
pop sensibilities with bebop-influenced writing and improvisation. 
1.2 How the Brecker Brothers Bands Fit the Fusion Movement 
The Brecker Brothers band was officially founded in 1975. Brothers Michael (tenor saxophone) 
and Randy Brecker (trumpet) assembled a team of heavyweight studio musicians in order to real-
ize Randy’s compositional ideas. What followed was an impressive string of seven studio albums 
and three live ones; this roughly matches some of their fusion contemporaries such as guitarist 
John McLaughlin’s Mahavishnu Orchestra with seven studio albums and Chick Corea’s Return 
to Forever with eight. Various live performances of the Brecker Brothers band were also official-
ly released. During the majority of the first two iterations of the ensemble, touring and live per-
formances were set up to promote their prolific album release schedule.  
 Interestingly, whether the Brecker Brothers band even fits into the jazz fusion movement 
is up for debate. Terms in the jazz sphere tend to be quite controversial including the term “jazz” 
 Charles Carson, “‘Bridging the Gap’: Creed Taylor, Grover Washington, Jr. and the Crossover Roots of Smooth 7
Jazz," Black Music Research Journal, 28 iss 1 (Spring 2008), 2.
 Carson, “Bridging the Gap”:13.8
4
itself. This is partially because the jazz fusion movement opened many doors to outside influ-
ences such as funk and rock music that had not previously been experimented with in main-
stream jazz music prior to the mid-to-late 1960s. Take the conflicting opinions of the following 
figures, both prominent in jazz in their own way: Kevin Fellezs, author of the text “Birds of Fire: 
Jazz, Rock, Funk, and the Creation of Fusion," argues in his doctoral dissertation that “fusion is a 
prescient form of musicking that challenges normative cultural affiliations, aesthetic boundaries, 
and racialized cultural practices by placing difference at the heart of their aesthetics."  He goes 9
on to argue that certain scholars and critics who attempt to discount fusion as a monetary en-
deavor inadvertently downplay the importance of fusion as a uniquely American challenge to the 
musical status quo. On the other hand, jazz impresario and trumpet virtuoso Wynton Marsalis has 
made his opinions about popular music influencing straight ahead jazz known to the public. In a 
1985 interview he is quoted as saying, “To me what pop music is trying to do is totally different 
[from jazz]. It’s really geared to a whole base type of sexual thing...people squirming on the 
ground...it’s low-level realizations of sex.”  10
 When one thinks of jazz fusion bands (i.e., Weather Report, Mahavishnu Orchestra, Re-
turn to Forever, and the like), the Brecker brothers’ studio work may come across as too pol-
ished, rehearsed, and (at least some of it) radio-friendly when compared to more avant-garde mu-
sic coming out of, say, the Miles Davis groups of the late 1960s to fit into this categorization. 
However, it is my contention that, for this reason alone, the Brecker Brothers band added to the  
 Kevin Fellezs,“Between Rock and a Jazz Place: Intercultural Interchange in Fusion Musicking” (PhD diss, Univer9 -
sity of California, Santa Cruz, 2004).
 Rafi Zabor and Vic Garbarini, “Wynton vs Herbie: The Purist and the Crossbreeder Duke it Out,” Musician 77 10
(Mar 1, 1985), 58. 
5
definition of what actually could constitute fusion, and especially influenced the movement from 
the late 1970s into the 1980s. One can even make the case that their influence is felt to this day 
in any kind of improvised music that flirts with pop influences in a highly produced manner. 
 The Brecker brothers influenced improvised music from an aesthetic standpoint. Their 
willingness to utilize electronic devices on wind instruments, while not unprecedented, was cer-
tainly unique. More importantly, the band represented a different side of the jazz fusion coin 
from their counterparts. The Brecker Brothers band’s focus was on ensemble precision and 
commercial viability while maintaining the exploratory and experimental nature of jazz itself. 
They were put in a unique position by their label to produce commercial material and thus, it can 
be argued, influenced some of the more historically significant groups (i.e., Weather Report) to 
turn that direction. 
6
CHAPTER 2: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
2.1: Repertoire and Personnel 
The Brecker Brothers’ official arrival occurs in 1975 as they release their eponymous album on 
Arista.  Ironically, the first two tracks on this debut would prove to be the first and second most-11
performed pieces during the first iteration of the band (“Some Skunk Funk” and “Sponge,"17 
and 14 live performances respectively).  Both of these were composed by Randy Brecker, who 12
contributed all pieces to this album.  Michael’s first compositional contribution arrives on 13
1976’s Back-to-Back with “Night Flight” , a song that saw a handful of live performances. The 14
original studio band was an octet: Randy on trumpet, Michael on tenor sax, along with David 
Sanborn on alto sax, Bob Mann on guitar, Will Lee on bass, Don Grolnick on keyboard, Harvey 
Mason on drums, and Ralph MacDonald on percussion.  However, the band almost never ex15 -
ceeds a quintet in live shows (not counting special guests), dropping the alto and percussion for 
most in-person engagements.  
	 No live performances are documented in 1975. The release of their second album Back-
to-Back the following year is accompanied by four public performances at which we start to get a 
glimpse of the touring repertoire and personnel. Back-to-Back also shows us a significant turn  
toward what Michael would have deemed “insipid, awful [commercial] tunes” that Arista was 
 “The Brecker Brothers-The Brecker Bros," Discogs, accessed September 15, 2020, https://www.discogs.com/The-11
Brecker-Brothers-The-Brecker-Bros/master/35474.
 “Michael Brecker Live Recordings," Chronologic, Michael Brecker Live Recordings, Updated July 19, 2013, 12
http://www.michaelbreckerliverecordings.com/CD/chronologic.html.
 “The Brecker Brothers-The Brecker Bros," Track Listing, Allmusic, accessed September 15, 2020, https://13
www.allmusic.com/album/the-brecker-bros-mw0000188623.
 “Back-to-Back-The Brecker Brothers," Track Listing, Allmusic, accessed October 9, 2020, https://www.allmusic.14 -
com/album/back-to-back-mw0000181160.
 “The Brecker Brothers-The Brecker Bros".15
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pushing the Brecker Brothers to record.  The studio group is augmented significantly to include 16
many foreground and background vocalists, as well as baritone sax, marimba, and two additional 
percussionists.  One gets the sense of a real duality, a push-and-pull between what the Brecker 17
Brothers themselves wanted versus what the label wanted them to be. About half of the tracks 
(all of which were more “jazz” oriented) were used briefly in touring to support the album but 
largely Back-to-Back did not spawn significant inclusions to the live repertoire.  
 The first live performance of the band occurred on February 18th, 1976 and utilizes both 
personnel and repertoire pulled from each of the first two albums. An important addition in 
March occurs when the band performs “Inside Out” for the first time, which would end up being 
the fourth most-performed piece in the band’s repertoire with 11 instances through 1981. The 
rhythm section of Will Lee (bass), Chris Parker (drums), Don Grolnick (keyboard), and Steve 
Khan (guitar) form the core of the live ensemble until May 26th, 1977 when a severe personnel 
shift seems to occur. Also, throughout 1976, Sammy Figueroa is used on percussion. 
 In 1977, the band entered the studio to complete their third album for Arista entitled 
Don’t Stop the Music. This album takes the ensemble expansion to an entirely new level, where 
some tracks utilize what is commonly known as the studio orchestra, replete with a full comple-
ment of strings and brass to fill out the sound. There are also several vocalists once again as well 
as additional drummers and guitarists on certain cuts.  The most enduring composition on Don’t 18
 “Mike Brecker/Arista years.”16
 “The Brecker Brothers Band-Back-to-Back," Discogs, accessed September 17, 2020, https://www.discogs.com/17
The-Brecker-Brothers-Band-Back-To-Back/master/35485.
 “The Brecker Brothers-Don’t Stop The Music," Discogs, accessed September 17, 2020, https://www.discogs.com/18
The-Brecker-Brothers-Dont-Stop-The-Music/master/35496.
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Stop the Music is Michael Brecker’s “Funky Sea, Funky Dew”  which would end up being the 19
third most-performed piece by the first iteration of the band with 13 recorded performances. 
“Funky Sea, Funky Dew” would soon evolve into an outright live showcase for Michael Brecker 
as he would add a sometimes 15-minute cadenza to the ending of the tune, utilizing the other-
worldly analog sounds of the Varitone sound enhancement system for saxophone.  He would 20
also set up loops using electronic devices in order to give himself a background to improvise 
over, the form of which would often turn into a blues in concert Bb. Occasionally, members of 
the rhythm section would even join in and accompany him on the blues during these cadenzas. 
The only other song from Don’t Stop the Music to see the light of live shows is “Squids," penned 
by both brothers, with 5 performances through 1981.  
 The live bands throughout 1977 would continue to perform selections from their first 
three albums live, playing material that would appear on their 1978 live release Heavy Metal Be-
bop.  As previously mentioned, a significant personnel shift seems to occur with the live per21 -
formance in New York City on May 26th of 1977 where Neil Jason (bass), Mark Gray (key-
board) and Terry Bozzio (drums) are used for the first time. Jason would continue with the band 
through 1980 and Gray through 1981. Guitarist Steve Khan’s final performance with the group 
occurs at an earlier date in 1977, with Barry Finnerty assuming this chair from 1978 through 
1981.  
 “Don’t Stop The Music-The Brecker Brothers," Allmusic, accessed September 17, 2020, https://www.allmusic.19 -
com/album/dont-stop-the-music-mw0000176939.
 “The Selmer Varitone…What Were They Thinking?,” Steve Goodson’s Nation of Music,            20
accessed October 2, 2020, https://www.nationofmusic.com/the-selmer-varitone-what-were-they-thinking/.
 “Heavy Metal Be-bop-The Brecker Brothers," Allmusic, accessed September 20, 2020, https://www.allmusic.21 -
com/album/heavy-metal-be-bop-mw0000181161.
9
 Heavy Metal Be-bop spawned the group’s most commercially successful single and the 
only studio track to appear on the album, “East River," which charted at number 34 on the UK 
singles chart in April 1978.  “East River” was performed live seven times during the first itera22 -
tion of the group. The rest of the album was dedicated to documenting the “normal kind of out, 
wacky stuff” that Michael spoke of in his 2003 Den Haag interview. Perhaps Arista capitulated to 
the Brecker Brothers, allowing them to fill most of the album with more jazz-like fare because of 
the expected success of “East River”; indeed, an early version of a music video was even pro-
duced in 1978 for this track. The rest of 1978 sees the Brecker Brothers only performing once 
more, on October 7th for a performance at Carnegie Hall, and in 1979 only one performance is 
documented on March 9th at the Berklee Performance Center in Boston. Steve Jordan replaces 
Terry Bozzio on drums for this date. 
 1980 saw the band expanding its touring immensely, spending much of the summer in 
Europe. Additionally, their fifth album Detente was released, another vast, sprawling studio ef-
fort with multiple vocalists and extra rhythm section players, and even saw production effort 
from keyboardist George Duke.  Detente once again features a duality between radio-friendly 23
fare such as “Not Tonight” and jazz-oriented material which was integrated into live shows. Of 
the latter, “Tee’d Off," penned by Michael, became a true staple of live shows during the last two 
years of the band’s first iteration, having been performed nine times live.  
 The summer of 1980 saw the Brecker Brothers on tour, as stated before, and the reper-
toire for most of these shows is culled from all five albums released up to that point. One inter-
 “Brecker Brothers|Full Official Charts," Official Charts, accessed September 25, 2020, https://www.officialchart22 -
s.com/artist/17220/brecker-brothers/.
 “The Brecker Brothers-Detente," Discogs, accessed September 20, 2020, https://www.discogs.com/The-Brecker-23
Brothers-Detente/master/169519.
10
esting deviation from this formula is the inclusion of “Straphangin’," a composition by Michael 
Brecker which first appears on a July 2nd performance in Hamburg, Germany. This two-set per-
formance was recorded and officially released in 2020 on the Leopard label under the title Live 
and Unreleased.  “Straphangin’," in addition to becoming the title track of the next album, 24
would go on to be the fourth most-played song by the band, coming in at 13 performances in 
1980-81. The touring ensemble for 1980’s European ventures included Mark Gray and Neil Ja-
son on keyboard and bass respectively, both with the group since 1977, as well as Barry Finnerty 
on guitar who joined in 1978. The outlier in the rhythm section is drummer Richie Morales who 
first appears on the Live and Unreleased session. Morales would remain the primary drummer 
with the band for the remainder of its first iteration. 
 A fitting end to the first iteration of the band, Straphangin’ was released in 1981 and acts 
as a bit of a bookend to the first iteration, with the vast majority of the songs being jazzier and 
more experimental. This harkens back to the eponymous 1975 debut album which was likewise 
light on the commercial material. Both albums feature a stripped-down ensemble of the core 
members of the band with a handful of special guests.  1981 brought the band a few live per25 -
formances at which their stable of repertoire continued to be played with the addition of a few 
songs from Straphangin’ such as “Threesome," “Bathsheba," “Jacknife” and “Not Ethiopia." 
Guitarist Barry Finnerty is replaced by Kazumi Watanabe on a brief Japanese tour in May. 
 In 1982, the Brecker Brothers decided to put a pause on things. According to Michael, 
“We certainly didn't ever intend on letting 10 years go by, but we didn't put a time limit on the 
 “Brecker Brothers-Live and Unreleased," Jazz Views, accessed September 26, 2020, https://www.jazzviews.net/24
brecker-brothers---live-and-unreleased.html.
 “The Brecker Brothers-Straphangin’," Discogs, accessed September 25, 2020, https://www.discogs.com/The-25
Brecker-Brothers-Straphangin/master/35515.
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break…we just decided to do some separate projects and see what developed, and lo and behold, 
we got busy."  1992’s Return of the Brecker Brothers on the GRP label officially announced the 26
pair’s return to the spotlight. The album featured all new compositions by the brothers  and a 27
brand-new lineup of supporting rhythm section players, the only returning member from the first 
iteration being percussionist Don Alias, who never appeared live with the band. Alias first ap-
peared on 1981’s Straphangin’.  28
 What would follow is four straight years of aggressive touring and performing at a level 
that the pair had not experienced in the first iteration of the ensemble. A summer and fall tour of 
Europe and Japan began in July after a “warm-up” reunion concert at the Beacon Theatre in New 
York on June 25th. The program at the Beacon was an interesting mix of new songs from Return 
of the Brecker Brothers plus some old touring favorites: “Some Skunk Funk” and “Sponge," 
which was performed 30 and 13 times respectively during the second iteration of the group. 
“Some Skunk Funk” is remarkably the third most-performed song overall during the early-to-
mid-1990s. “Spherical” and “Song for Barry” were also debuted live at the Beacon performance, 
the latter of which would end up being the most-performed song in the band’s second iteration at 
38 times, second only to “Some Skunk Funk” overall. “Spherical," Michael Brecker’s ode to pi-
anist Thelonious Monk, is the second most-played song during the second iteration at 33 perfor-
mances. Personnel for this performance featured the stalwart pair of George Whitty (keyboards) 
and James Genus (bass), both of whom performed on the Return of the Brecker Brothers album 
 Dave Larsen, “Brecker Brothers are Together Again\Ten Year Hiatus," New York Times, December 21, 1992.26
 “Return of the Brecker Brothers-The Brecker Brothers," Allmusic, accessed October 1, 2020, https://www.allmu27 -
sic.com/album/return-of-the-brecker-brothers-mw0000094625.
 “Return of the Brecker Brothers-The Brecker Brothers," Discogs, accessed October 1, 2020, https://28
www.discogs.com/The-Brecker-Brothers-Return-Of-The-Brecker-Brothers/master/169517.
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and would subsequently never miss a single performance with the Brecker Brothers band until its 
disbandment in 1996. Guitarist Mike Stern and drummer Dennis Chambers, who performed off-
and-on, were also included in this lineup.  
 The European tour kicked off in July 1992 in Montpelier, France with drummer Dave 
Weckl replacing Chambers for rest of the summer tour through July. The fourth most-performed 
song for the 1990s outfit, album cut “Above and Below," makes its live debut on this tour, and 
the perennial favorite “Inside Out” from the first iteration makes a return in the repertoire as 
well. “Above and Below” would end up being performed 23 times and “Inside Out” 18 during 
the band’s reunion period. The rest of the year sees the re-introduction of guitarist Barry Finnerty 
who was present with the first iteration of the band, as well as guitarist Dean Brown (who ap-
peared on Return of the Brecker Brothers) and drummer Rodney Holmes, both of whom would 
subsequently appear on the next album and all of whom would continue to be members of the 
touring ensemble off and on through 1996.  
 1993 saw more touring through Asia, Europe, and a few performances stateside, and the 
repertoire largely went unchanged from the prior year. One interesting deviation is the re-pro-
gramming of 1981’s “Straphangin’," but no other additions from the first iteration of the group. 
Touring personnel continued to revolve around the core of Whitty and Genus, with drummer 
Lenny White making an appearance with the band for the first time on a February 9th radio 
broadcast and reappearing here and there through 1995.  
 The final Brecker Brothers album, Out of the Loop, appeared in 1994 again on the GRP 
label, and would spark two years of consistent touring and performing. The album featured the 
core members from Return of the Brecker Brothers in addition to some extra rhythm section 
13
players, a vocalist, and interestingly, drummer Steve Jordan, who first appeared with the group in 
1979 and recorded on the 1980 album Detente. Two cuts from the album, Randy’s “Harpoon” 
and Michael’s “The Nightwalker”  would make their way into the final two years of the group’s 29
touring repertoire. Toward the end of the touring schedule in 1995, the album cut “African Skies” 
by Michael Brecker saw its first performance. The final live performance of the band occurred 
on August 26th, 1996 in Eliat, Israel after one additional performance earlier that year.  
 Both 1990s Brecker Brothers albums continued in the vein of presenting experimental, 
jazz-oriented material alongside commercial, radio-friendly fare that never saw the light of day 
in live performances. Some of the more commercial 1990s tracks have a decidedly “smooth-
jazz” or “acid jazz” influence, using samples, synth patches, and drum loops borrowed from 
those styles. In the 1980s, referring to the first iteration of the band, Randy was quoted as saying 
“what I tried to do was to bring be-bop into funk and rock."  Perhaps as time went by, he would 30
have included pop and disco to that list, considering tracks like “What Can a Miracle Do” from 
Back-to-Back and “Left Behind” from Detente. In the 90’s, he might have amended that state-
ment to include smooth jazz or acid jazz. Tracks such as “Big Idea” from Return of the Brecker 
Brothers and “Scrunch” from Out of the Loop are highly evocative of these genres which were 
prevalent in that decade. 
 “Out of the Loop-The Brecker Brothers," Allmusic, accessed October 1, 2020, https://www.allmusic.com/album/29
out-of-the-loop-mw0000121287.
 Michael Allyn Davison, “A Motivic Study of Twenty Improvised Solos of Randy Brecker Between the Years of 30
1970-1980” (PhD diss, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1987), 12.
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2.2: Compositional Analysis Within First Iteration (1975-1981) 
From a compositional standpoint, the Brecker Brothers themselves evolved during the first itera-
tion of the ensemble; take for example the track that started it all, Randy Brecker’s “Some Skunk 
Funk” from the 1975 debut album versus his tune “Threesome” from 1981’s Straphangin’. 
“Some Skunk Funk” in many ways goes “all out” from the get go in every sense. It’s an ideal 
introduction to the band and what they stood for: hard-driving, perfectly executed jazz-funk 
rhythms with daring harmonic shifts and energetic melodic passages. Rhythmically, “Some 
Skunk Funk” never lets up; its energy remains at a constantly high level until a rhythm section 
breakdown about three quarters of the way through the recording (this section is often omitted 
during live performances).  
 One could almost classify the melody of the introduction and A section of “Some Skunk 
Funk” as atonal; indeed, it never coalesces around one key—certainly not the indicated G minor 
groove that the rhythm section plays. There are two disjointed pentatonic runs that begin the 
piece, but any semblance of tonal centers ends until we reach the B section which pedals various 
chords over a Db with a melody that barely references the harmony underneath. The C section is 
similar harmonically to the B, likewise it uses a pedal Db but the melody is different. This sec-
tion goes through a series of stops and starts before modulating to F minor for the D section be-
fore the introduction brings us to the solo section.  
 “Some Skunk Funk” provides the soloist with typical Brecker Brothers-style vamp sec-
tions separated by periods of harmonic complexity; unexpectedly, the horn solos occur over the 
entirety of the form, metric modulations and band interludes included. In the case of a song as 
complex as this one, one may expect the composer to write a special section for the improvisa-
15
tion that is less involved than the melody; one that uses the general tonal center of the melody as 
a basis for the chordal structure, perhaps, but in this instance the band does not opt for the “easy 
way out." Through further exploration, we will find that the use of vamps separated by more 
complex chord structures (known occasionally as slash chords due to the upper structure harmo-
ny situating over a bass note other than the root), is used effectively in many instances of solo 
sections not only in the first but also second iteration of the group.  
Figure 2.1 - From Jamey Aebersold Jazz Volume 83 The Brecker Brothers.  31
 
 Randy Brecker, Volume 83: The Brecker Brothers (New Albany, IN: Jamey Aebersold Jazz,1998), 7-8.31
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Figure 2.1 (cont.) 
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Figure 2.2 - From Jamey Aebersold Jazz Volume 83 The Brecker Brothers 
  
 It should also be stated that “Some Skunk Funk” is written less like a typical “lead sheet” 
where everyone can interpret their part from the same page; the rhythm section has specific parts 
that are written separately from the main melody in the horns. Specific writing for the rhythm 
section occurs in the introduction, B, C, and D sections of the piece. This acts as a nice contrast 
to the main theme presented by the band over a standard funk groove in the A sections. The over-
all form of the piece is Intro/ABACD repeated for solos. Clearly, Randy was putting everything 
he had into this piece which effectively introduced the Brecker Brothers band to the world. 
18
Figure 2.3 - From Artist Transcriptions: Trumpet: Randy Brecker  32
  Moving ahead just five years to 1980, “Threesome” was first debuted on Decem-
ber 31st of that year at a live performance by the band at Seventh Avenue South in New York 
City. Its first appearance on record occurs on Straphangin’ from the following year. “Three-
some” acts as a fine example of evolution in Randy Brecker’s writing capabilities; where “Some 
Skunk Funk” is a cavalcade of complexity, “Threesome” shows a refinement in compositional 
techniques and tasteful usage of space. First and most noticeable, “Threesome” finds Randy at 
his most expressive as he changes the feel to a funky slow waltz, almost a ballad feel. The A sec-
 Mike Davison, Artist Transcriptions: Trumpet: Randy Brecker, (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard Corp., 1994), 22-24.32
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tions of the tune use a soulful melody centering around the keys of F and D accompanied by a 
sophisticated, complex chromatic chord progression which effectively reharmonizes the diatonic 
melody.  
 While the A sections of “Threesome” are sixteen measures apiece, the bridge is twelve. 
This is a subtle difference that one might not notice upon first listen, but it’s an effective compo-
sitional tool that some of jazz’s greatest composers have employed: giving the bridge a different 
length than the A sections in an AABA-form piece provides that extra bit of difference necessary 
for a bridge to distinguish itself. While the A sections are focused and lyrical in a melodic sense, 
“Threesome’s” bridge meanders a bit, but this is certainly an intentional choice by the composer 
in another effort to change things up halfway through the piece. There is no central key for the 
melody or chord progression over the bridge, although the second half does center around F. 
Harmonically, we are provided with more chromaticism in a “through-composed” type of com-
posing.  
 Perhaps the most compelling part of “Threesome” is the fact that the solo section uses a 
simplified version of the chord progression. This attention to detail and care for the harmonic 
accompanied under an improvisation versus a melodic statement shows a compositional refine-
ment not witnessed in “Some Skunk Funk” some five years earlier. Overall, though “Three-
some’s” form is simpler than that of “Some Skunk Funk," the former shows a level of maturity in 
writing for the musicians in the band that can only come after years spent on the bandstand. One 
gets the sense with “Some Skunk Funk” that anything goes; tonality is simply a nuisance or 
something to be rubbed against for the sake of impressiveness; with “Threesome” it feels like 
20
Randy is pouring his heart out and taking pains to make sure every melodic note and chord in the 
progression is just right. 
Figure 2.4 - From Artist Transcriptions: Trumpet: Randy Brecker 
21
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Figure 2.4 (Cont.) 
 
  Michael Brecker’s compositional abilities evolved as well; 1977’s “Funky Sea, 
Funky Dew” shows more differences than similarities when compared to 1981’s “Not Ethiopia," 
for example, and in some ways are complete opposites. A funk tune that starts low-key and picks 
up energy, “Funky Sea” uses a mostly diatonic/blues melody centering around A minor/C major 
during the A section which is accompanied by an extremely dense chromatic chord progression 
whose phrases reinforce the A minor tonality. The B section acts as an A minor bridge to the C 
section whose phrases begin in D major but end in C major under a corresponding melody. The 
22
open solo section, or formally the D section, is a vamp on Bb7/Bb7sus which can be rationalized 
as a “back door”/minor plagal reference to the C major tonality of the rest of the piece. “Funky 
Sea, Funky Dew” uses an extended coda after the head out to reach what would become a caden-
za section for Michael in live performances. Eventually, he would make his way back to A minor 
and the piece would conclude. “Funky Sea, Funky Dew” has prescribed rhythm section parts and 
specific hits during the melody which necessitates separate sheet music for the rhythm section 
specifically, adding to the overall dense sound of the tune. The piece uses an overall complex 
form which can be analyzed as Intro/ABCDCA/coda. All in all, “Funky Sea, Funky Dew” is a 
very involved, difficult piece despite its relaxed feel during the A sections.  
23
Figure 2.5 - From Sheet Music Now   33
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Figure 2.5 (Cont.) 
 “Not Ethiopia” takes the opposite approach, using a busy chromatic pentatonic melody 
over a modal, open chord progression. Where “Funky Sea, Funky Dew” is diatonic melodically 
and dense harmonically, “Not Ethiopia” is chromatic melodically and open harmonically. Both 
songs use modal/vamp solo sections, rather typical of the jazz fusion movement. Unlike “Funky 
Sea," all necessary rhythm section information can be confined to one lead sheet with a few hits 
indicated above specific measures.  
 “Not Ethiopia” centers around a key of F, whether F7sus during the A sections or a 
melody that hints at F major over the bridge. The bridge slows the tempo down to half-time, us-
ing a somewhat similar harmonic technique as “Funky Sea, Funky Dew” where the melody is 
diatonic but the chord progression only hints at that tonality. As stated before, “Not Ethiopia’s” 
solo section is modal in nature, using long stretches of one chord that generally center around the 
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key of F. Here we see the influence of funk and rock in the jazz fusion genre: those popular gen-
res typically do not require their players to improvise over dense, complex chord progressions, 
but rather to “jam” over a general tonal center. This is also the theory behind modal jazz: that 
fewer chords during a solo section allow the improviser more freedom in general. The vast ma-
jority of songs in the Brecker Brothers catalog (and, for that matter, most other significant fusion 
groups of the period) utilize this compositional technique. The overall form of “Not Ethiopia” is 
Intro/ABACA/coda. 
Figure 2.6 - From The New Real Book, Volume 1  34
 
 Michael Brecker, The New Real Book, Volume 1 (Petaluma, CA: Sher Music Co., 1988), 243.34
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Figure 2.7 - From The New Real Book, Volume 1 
 
  The case could be made that Michael’s compositional approach matured over the 
course of four years: “Funky Sea, Funky Dew” comes close to being overwritten, with dense 
harmony, extremely involved rhythm section hits, and an unusually complex form. “Not Ethio-
pia," although containing an angular, complex melody, strips down the chords, form, and rhythm 
section parts in order to more clearly convey its intent as a composition. 
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2.3 Compositional Evolution from First to Second Iteration (1992-1996) 
The Brecker Brothers spent roughly ten years apart during the majority of the 1980s into the 
1990s honing their abilities both as improvisers and composers. During the hiatus, Randy Breck-
er released four albums of original material  and Michael three,  proving that they continued to 35 36
develop their individual talents while apart. Their approaches changed over time, and we can see 
this if we compare compositions from the first iteration with those of the second. 
 In 1992, “Above and Below” appears, evidently one of the Brecker Brothers’ favorite 
songs of the second iteration. In many ways, “Above and Below” is the outlier of Return of the 
Brecker Brothers, a throwback to the heyday of the band where “more was more." “Above and 
Below” is certainly more similar in character to “Some Skunk Funk” than “Threesome” but 
shows a remarkable level of wisdom compared to its older counterpart. Beginning with a curious 
jazz waltz feel, the introduction sees the rhythm section playing a paraphrase of the A section 
melody. Not only is it put into a three-quarter time signature, the rhythm section also plays hits 
which shows once again Randy’s attention to detail, even in the seemingly unimportant introduc-
tion to the tune. After the waltz ends, the repeated vamp section of the tune which is always 
saved for the rhythm section is first presented.  
 The A sections are similar to “Some Skunk Funk” in terms of virtuosity and chromati-
cism, although the difference here is that the melody mostly adheres to the chord progression be-
low, which is just as complex and otherworldly as that of “Some Skunk Funk” itself. One has to 
wonder whether the title of this tune refers to Randy’s ubiquitous usage of the “slash chord”; this 
 “Randy Brecker | Album Discography," Allmusic, accessed October 1, 2020, https://www.allmusic.com/artist/35
randy-brecker-mn0000332725/discography.
 “Michael Brecker | Album Discography," Allmusic, accessed October 1, 2020, https://www.allmusic.com/artist/36
michael-brecker-mn0000390239/discography.
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type of chord is predictably found frequently in “Above and Below." The vamp section is built 
into the ending of the A section, an example of Randy utilizing this section in different contexts 
to create interest as the composition progresses. The B section also reappears to propel the start 
of the solo section; it is simpler rhythmically than the A sections as if to give proper weight to the 
upcoming improvisation section. Randy’s usage and repurposing of formal elements makes for a 
compelling performance; here the form ends up being Introduction/AAB/solo (vamp/interlude/C/
vamp/C)/B/solo#2/drum solo over vamp/A/coda. Although this is by far the most formally com-
plex piece looked at in this analysis, there is still a logical and even singable aspect to it. No ele-
ment of the form feels forced or out of place, and this is the mark of a composer who has truly 
arrived after years of plugging away at his craft.  
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Figure 2.8 - From Jamey Aebersold Jazz Volume 83 The Brecker Brothers  37
 
 
 Randy Brecker, Volume 83: The Brecker Brothers (Jamey Aebersold Jazz, New Albany, IN,1998), 15-1637
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 Michael’s 1981 composition “Not Ethiopia” presented us with angular, complex melodies 
over rather simple chords and represented a “paring down” of sorts in his writing process. As we 
look at his 1992 composition “Spherical," a tribute to pianist Thelonious Monk, we see his writ-
ing reaching an entirely new level of maturity. This is kind of piece that more or less would have 
had to be written out on a score due to the contrapuntal nature of the different instruments; for 
example, there are sections where the guitar, keyboard, and bass all have differing parts in the 
same vein as a classic James Brown groove, although the rhythmic feel of “Spherical” can more 
aptly be described as a “funk shuffle." In order to pay appropriate tribute to Monk, the composer 
incorporates various idiosyncratic “Monk-ish” elements in the piece, such as A sections that be-
gin harmonically in C major and end on a DbMaj7(#11). The melody during the A sections is 
quirky and angular ala Monk, and even uses the triplet device to ornament the second melodic 
statement, another trait common in Monk’s writing. Fittingly, the piano begins the piece and 
states the melody first, followed by unison with tenor sax and muted trumpet joins on the B sec-
tion. The attention to arranging is palpable in this piece, at a level that was not necessarily con-
sidered during the first iteration of the Brecker Brothers. 
 “Spherical’s” B section takes a more straightforward, pentatonic approach melodically 
with disjunct rhythmic chords underneath. Monk never incorporated rhythm section hits of this 
kind, but here they provide a refreshing change to the A sections and make the composition flow. 
The incorporation of mixed meter bookending the B section further adds to the Monk-ish nature 
of the tune. Although Monk would rarely use mixed meter, his compositions sometimes have this 
feeling in certain sections because of the angular nature of his melodies. Attention to the 
arrangement in “Spherical” is evident in many respects, from delaying the entry of each horn by 
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a formal section through to the solo section, each of which has its own character: the first solo 
section based on the A section harmony features a floating feel under the trumpet, the second 
uses the same chords in a more directly funky approach in the rhythm section under the guitar 
solo, and the third and final solo section features tenor sax over the chords to the bridge. The fi-
nal solo section starts with a “break down” where the rhythm section gets quiet at first, only to 
build up over the repeats as Michael Brecker increases the intensity of his solo. “Spherical," 
though technically an AABA standard-form tune in the vein of Monk, utilizes a complex form 
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2.4 Improvisational Evolution 
Trumpeter Randy Brecker’s trumpet style can be placed within a continuum of hard boppers 
Freddie Hubbard and Clifford Brown, and the more one listens to Randy, the more his influence 
from the former gets laid bare. In a 2012 interview, Randy even cheekily stated, “I’m still just 
trying to copy Freddie Hubbard."  A fascinating recording of Hubbard and Brecker soloing one 38
right after the other can be found on YouTube  and makes for an eye-opening discovery of the 39
roots of Randy’s style. He essentially took the vocabulary and tonal innovations of Hubbard and 
Brown and brought them into jazz/funk music, also having a fascination with the use of guitar 
pedals and sonic enhancement, as has already been discussed.  
 Randy Brecker’s approach to improvising over the Brecker Brothers’ “bread and butter," 
fast funk grooves with alternating vamps and chromatic chord progressions, is illustrated nicely 
over 1975’s studio recording of “Some Skunk Funk." Randy mostly takes a free approach during 
the entirety of this solo, more or less ignoring the prescribed harmony; for example, the first 
chord is G minor over which he implies a combination of E pentatonic and chromatic scales. 
This decision is not made arbitrarily, on the contrary, it completely fits the modus operandi of the 
tune itself, which is chromatic/pentatonic melodies mostly unrelated to the chords underneath.  
 Brecker’s virtuosity on the trumpet is always on display, particularly in high-energy tunes 
such as this. It is worth noting again that his approach to improvisation over this piece directly 
mirrors the overall energy, which is more or less nonstop all the way through. His solo begins in 
 “The Popdose Interview: Randy Brecker,” interview by Jeff Giles, Popdose, August 22, 2012, http://popdose.38 -
com/the-popdose-interview-randy-brecker/.
 “Home Stretch (Aurex Jazz Fest ’80, Japan, Sept. 7, 1980),” Christophe Madrona, uploaded on November 28, 39
2015, YouTube video, 10:36, https://youtu.be/x88It39PrKk.
40
the stratospheric range of the trumpet, utilizing half-valve techniques and a wah-wah guitar pedal 
sound which further obscures any tonality referenced. In a way, he references the avant-garde 
jazz method of moving “beyond” pitch to focus more on texture and range to build the improvi-
sation. From this perspective, Randy is not only bringing “bebop into funk and rock” as he is 
quoted as saying, but avant-garde free jazz techniques as well.  40
  
Figure 2.10 - Randy Brecker’s solo on “Some Skunk Funk," measures 1-8 
 I have already examined the similarities and differences between “Some Skunk Funk” 
and “Above and Below” 17 years later from a compositional standpoint. Randy’s improvisation 
over “Above and Below” also shows stylistic likenesses to its predecessor while inevitably 
showcasing his profound development as an improvisor over that long stretch of time. For exam-
ple, take the opening two passages from “Above and Below” where Randy displays a motivic 
and harmonic awareness not illustrated over his “Some Skunk Funk” solo: the same motive is 
transposed exactly in order to fit the chords beneath. It’s a small gesture, but nothing of this sort 
is present during “Some Skunk Funk." To be fair, the aims of “Above and Below” as a piece 
 The Brecker Brothers, “Some Skunk Funk," track 1 on The Brecker Bros., Arista AL 4037, 1975, CD.40
41
overall are more subtle than “Some Skunk Funk” and would warrant a different style of improvi-
sation.  
Figure 2.11 - Randy Brecker’s solo on “Above and Below," measures 1-8 
 Like his “Some Skunk Funk” solo, Randy’s trumpet tone here is enhanced by electronic 
means, but it is used to quite a different effect. His trumpet on “Above and Below” sounds more 
like a keyboard synthesizer than guitar, perhaps a sign of the evolving technology from the times. 
The electronic enhancement on his trumpet does not obscure his note choices; there is almost no 
half-valving or “squeezing” of high notes here, and nothing to hide behind. Randy’s note choices 
are much less chromatic here and more indicative of the chord progression. This is no small feat 
based on the fact that the chord progression to “Above and Below” presents myriad challenges 
for any improvisor: slash chords abound, and there is barely any reference to tonality in a tradi-
tional sense which would allow for a jazz soloist to rely on pre-determined idioms (“licks”). In 
short, Randy’s abilities as an improvisor over energetic funk grooves with complex chord pro-
gressions grew distinctly over this long time span. He is no longer using the extreme range of the 
42
trumpet as a textural effect but has now learned to incorporate it as simply an extension of his 
melodic line construction.  41
 15-time Grammy winner and Down Beat Jazz Hall of Fame inductee Michael Brecker’s 
style was already jaw-dropping before the Brecker Brothers officially formed. One of the most 
distinctive things about this musician was his practice regimen. He was in a constant state of im-
provement over the course of his life and always working to perfect what many already consid-
ered perfection. Taking a look at his improvisation for the studio recordings of “Night 
Flight” (1976) as compared with “Song for Barry” (1992) proves this point. While some jazz 
musicians might have been happy to rest on the laurels of virtuosity and simply maintain, 
Michael Brecker chose to pursue the art form and push himself to be as great as he could be. One 
is reminded of his inspiration, John Coltrane, when talking about him this way. Brecker was no 
doubt one of the countless musicians who took Coltrane’s infamous practice regimen to heart and 
he remains perhaps the most dazzling example of its success. 
 “Night Flight” and “Song for Barry” were chosen for this project for their relative simi-
larity in terms of groove and quality of tonality. The former is a Tower of Power-style energetic 
funk tune centered around F minor while the latter is of a similar tempo and shifts between Bb 
minor and C minor. Not only does Brecker’s solo on “Night Flight” display virtuosity from the 
outset with over-the-barline runs that are flawlessly executed, but harmonically Brecker pushes 
the limits of “correct” chord-scale relationships by playing Gb melodic minor over the rhythm 
section’s F minor vamp. But perhaps most impressive is Brecker’s willingness to be patient and 
 The Brecker Brothers, “Above and Below," track 4 on Return of the Brecker Brothers, GRD-9684, 1992, CD.41
43
developmental in his improvisation. He spends the first eight measures setting up and developing 
motivic themes instead of simply showcasing his technique from the get-go.  
Figure 2.12 - Michael Brecker’s solo on “Night Flight," measures 1-8 
 From this point, the attention to motivic development is mostly abandoned in favor of 
flights of sixteenth notes and “sheets of sound," a technique most likely picked up from Breck-
er’s attention to the solos of Joe Henderson. However, it is important to note that, like all great 
improvisers, there is small-scale internal development of phrases and nothing ever meanders. It 
is remarkable to realize that Michael Brecker achieved this level of maturity at the age of 27 
when this solo was recorded. The solo covers two choruses of an AB form during which Brecker 
alternates between his typical “soul” vocabulary and more contemporary jazzy phrases.   42
 The Brecker Brothers, “Night Flight," track 4 on Back-to-Back, Arista AL 4061, 1976, CD.42
44
 Brecker is given less time and space to “stretch out” during the relatively brief solo sec-
tion on “Song for Barry” but makes ample use of what he has. His solo begins over a Bb minor 
vamp with various interludes from the band which interrupt his improvisation’s development. 
Again, the first thing one is struck with listening to “Night Flight” and “Song for Barry” next to 
each other is the evolution of Brecker’s tone from a centered, focused sound to one that is so 
wide it virtually encompasses the entire group. A musician of less finesse may be tempted during 
the rather restrictive solo environment of “Song for Barry” to unleash a flurry of notes during 
each solo break and imply numerous chord substitutions (both of which he proved himself more 
than capable of), but Brecker shows sophistication by focusing instead on using his solo as a 
compositional device. The solo section of this recording, a live performance from 1992, occurs 
directly after the melody and is not meant to be climax of the piece but rather an interlude of 
sorts to the second B section. Brecker thinks compositionally instead of only about his technical 
prowess, taking his time and only launching into complex, notey lines as the solo itself progress-
es. Brecker’s control of the solo as a vehicle for the entirety of the piece as a whole represents an 
entirely new level of maturity from what we saw in 1976 over “Night Flight." 	 
43
 “1992 The Brecker Brothers Live," greenfields 290, uploaded December 22, 2014, YouTube video, 1:11:31, 43
https://youtu.be/qVCRxFVlxuQ.
45
Figure 2.13 - Michael Brecker’s solo on “Song for Barry," measures 1-12 
46
CHAPTER 3: INFLUENCE OF THE BRECKER BROTHERS BAND 
The Brecker Brothers seemed to have a Miles Davis-type interest in reflecting the popular music 
of the time, incorporating their jazz sensibilities into contemporary musical styles. The argument 
can also be made that their glossy style of production helped to influence the fledgling smooth 
jazz genre of the early 1980s. The Brecker Brothers were paying attention to and valuing differ-
ent traits in jazz fusion than the leading acts of the early 1970s and, by the decade’s conclusion, 
jazz fusion sounded much different than it had at its beginning. The Brecker Brothers undoubted-
ly had something to do with this transformation.  
	 3.1 The Brecker Brothers Versus Their Contemporaries 
As a unit, Randy and Michael Brecker had amassed a wealth of influences during their time on 
and off the bandstand prior to the inception of the Brecker Brothers band. These influences un-
doubtedly pointed the way to their style as bandleaders and composers. Among the jazzier per-
formers that the Brecker Brothers were affiliated with were Horace Silver and Billy Cobham. 
These partnerships took place in the early 1970s, at the exact time that Randy would have been 
first compiling music for the debut 1975 album.  He would have undoubtedly been influenced 44
on the jazz end of the spectrum by the writing in these groups. 
 In a 2019 interview, Randy speaks about some bands that sprung up in the later 1970s to 
hop on the proverbial fusion train but ultimately did not make music of much substance. He does 
say, however, that “the good bands, Weather Report, John McLaughlin’s Mahavishnu Orchestra 
 “1978 Interview," YouTube.44
47
and Chick Corea’s Return To Forever always presented great music."  He also says that he “was 45
very close to Jaco [Pastorius] and played with him for a couple of years." We can add these 
bands and individuals to the list of influences for the early Brecker Brothers band, a few of 
which, as we will see soon, may have also been inspired by the Brecker Brothers as well. Finally, 
reminiscing about the semi-successful commercial single “Sneakin’ Up Behind You” from the 
debut album, Randy states that it “was in the Average White Band mode, we were definitely in-
fluenced by them."  This is the closest that Randy or Michael come to outright stating an influ46 -
ence for the band itself, even though in context he may be referring specifically to “Sneakin’ Up 
Behind You." 
 Though members of other popular fusion bands of the 1970s do not directly cite the 
Brecker Brothers as influences, it is logical to assume that their music had made it to the ears of 
the likes of Wayne Shorter, Jaco Pastorius, and Jeff Lorber, not to mention a plethora of other 
musicians more associated with the burgeoning “smooth jazz” movement. Examining the evolu-
tion of these three musicians from the inception of their fusion leanings to how they progressed 
through the decade can give us a glimpse into how they may have been influenced by the Breck-
er Brothers and their aesthetic goals.  
 Weather Report officially entered the Zeitgeist in 1971 with the release of their first al-
bum. Weather Report took cues from the innovations of Miles Davis groups in the late 1960s, of 
which two founding members were a part (Wayne Shorter and Josef Zawinul), and combined 
 “HORN OF PLENTY- Randy Brecker Talks About Big Bands, Reminisces About Art Blakey, and Recalls how 45
the Brecker Brothers Sprang from a Solo Project,” interview by Charles Waring, Soul and Funk and Jazz, February 
15, 2019, https://www.soulandjazzandfunk.com/interviews/horn-of-plenty-randy-brecker-talks-about-big-bands-
reminiscences-about-art-blakey-and-recalls-how-the-brecker-brothers-sprang-from-a-solo-project/.
 “An Interview with Trumpeter Randy Brecker,” Interview by Ralph Miriello, Notes on Jazz, August 20, 2016, 46
http://notesonjazz.blogspot.com/2016/08/an-interview-with-trumpeter-randy_18.html.
48
them with a more subtle, atmospheric approach. Weather Report is as much a sonic landscape as 
it is an album of jazz/rock/funk fusion. As the decade wore on, Weather Report began to incorpo-
rate more straightforward funky elements and focus more on groove than atmospherics. Whether 
this is due directly to an influence by the Brecker Brothers band is pure conjecture, but what can 
be said is that both bands were participating in a larger push toward greater mass-market appeal 
that was predominant as the 1970s progressed.  
 An interesting side note in the story of these two bands is the fact that, as Michael Breck-
er was experimenting with sonic enhancements to his tenor saxophone including the Selmer Vari-
tone pickup in the mid-1970s, Weather Report saxophonist and co-founder Wayne Shorter was 
one of the first jazz musicians to experiment with similar technology known as the Lyricon. The 
Lyricon, invented in the early 1970s, is an “analog electric wind synthesizer,"  an echo of the 47
Akai Electronic Wind Instrument that Michael Brecker would pick up in the 1980s and use on 
both 1990s Brecker Brothers albums. Although the “EWI” used digital technology while the 
Lyricon was analog, both use lip and air pressure to create expressivity. On the track “Three 
Clowns” from 1976’s Black Market, Shorter plays the instrument to different expressive ends 
than Brecker was around that time, sounding less like a guitar and more like something altogeth-
er different.  48
 Many in the jazz community feel that the addition of bassist Jaco Pastorius helped to 
move Weather Report’s material towards a more radio-friendly format. Indeed, Pastorius’s origi-
nal composition “River People” from the 1978 album Mr. Gone showcases what can only be de-
 “What is a Lyricon?," Lyricon, accessed October 20, 2020, https://www.lyricon.com/lyricon-history/.47
 Weather Report, “Three Clowns," track 5 on Black Market, Columbia PC 34099, 1976, CD.48
49
scribed as a disco feel in the bass and drums.  Again, perhaps it is mere coincidence that the 49
Brecker Brothers’s use of disco elements occurs first on “Sneakin’ Up Behind You” three years 
prior, but it is clear that these two bands were operating within the same musical mainframe as 
the 1970s went on.  
 It would not be surprising if the Brecker Brothers’ production techniques with an empha-
sis on ensemble precision and glossiness also influenced pianist and bandleader Jeff Lorber. Lor-
ber’s debut album with his group The Jeff Lorber Fusion premiered in 1977 and featured an ac-
cessible instrumental mix of electric jazz, pop, and light funk.  Lorber encapsulates a “post-50
Brecker Brothers” approach to crossover music in the late seventies and early eighties: compared 
to ten years earlier, this music tends to have higher production value and attempts to appeal more 
to a wider market. This may have been a reflection of popular musical styles as the seventies 
evolved; for example, take disco music’s sheen and danceability in the mid-to-late seventies ver-
sus the relatively lo-fi sounds of popular rock music a few years earlier. However, debuting in 
1975, the Brecker Brothers band was ahead of the curve by wading into these aesthetic waters of 
a progressing decade. 
3.2 The Continuing Impact of the Brecker Brothers Band 
As of the 2010s, the name Robert Glasper has become synonymous with the vanguard of modern 
jazz. Glasper’s willingness to make music that defies one category and incorporates equal ele-
ments of jazz, soul, R&B, and hip hop makes him, in a sense, a modern-day jazz fusion artist. He 
 Weather Report, “River People, track 2 on Mr. Gone, Columbia JC 35358, 1978, CD.49
 The Jeff Lorber Fusion, The Jeff Lorber Fusion, Inner City Records, IC 1026, 1977, CD.50
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would almost certainly not prefer that term since it now refers to the movement of the late 1960s 
and 1970s where jazz was fused with rock and funk music, but the point still stands that Glasper 
is borrowing equally from jazz along with more popular contemporary musical styles, which is 
what fusion was all about. Whether speaking of the first or second iteration of the Brecker Broth-
ers band, the impact of the band’s innovations continues to be felt into the contemporary jazz and 
improvised music scene of today and is present, knowingly or subconsciously in Glasper’s 2011 
Grammy-winning release Black Radio.  51
 Black Radio, with its pristine production elements, measured improvisation, use of vocal 
artists, and unapologetic blending of genre, could not exist were it not for the crossover revolu-
tions that the Brecker Brothers band participated in in the 1970s. Although Glasper leans into 
cover songs by other artists (something the Breckers shied away from), this album is, for all in-
tents and purposes, utilizing the same philosophies and approaching the same goals that the 
Brecker Brothers pioneered in 1975. As the Brecker Brothers used their training in other genres 
like to create a clean, well-polished sheen to their music, so has Glasper brought hip hop’s em-
phasis on production into jazz, creating an album that feels remarkably similar in that respect to 
much of the Brecker Brothers’ work.  
 Other “post-Brecker Brothers” bands and albums can be found dotting the post-millennial 
jazz landscape. Pianist Brad Mehldau’s 2002 release Largo finds the normally acoustic artist 
dabbling with more pop-oriented production techniques as he enlists the talents of Jon Brion, 
known mainly for his work with pop artists and on film soundtracks. Largo departs from 
Mehldau’s standard jazz trio format in favor of a much more experimental yet simultaneously 
 Robert Glasper Experiment, Black Radio, Blue Note 509990 88333 2 7, 2012, CD.51
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commercial outing.  Additionally, many of the tracks on the album feature different personnel 52
and ensemble sizes, another feature of the more radio-friendly Brecker Brothers music. More 
recent ventures into the Brecker Brothers mold of half jazz, half pop/rock forays include Kurt 
Rosenwinkel’s 2003 release Heartcore featuring rapper Q-Tip as co-producer  and Donny Mc53 -
Caslin’s Blow from 2018 , among countless others. In a more subtle way, the argument could be 54
made that whenever significant attention is paid to instrumental prowess and production tech-
niques on a jazz recording, the Brecker Brothers band’s influence can be felt.  
 Brad Mehldau, Largo, Warner Bros. Records 9362-48114-2, 2002, CD.52
 Kurt Rosenwinkel, Heartcore, Verve B0000732-02, 2003, CD.53
 Donny McCaslin, Blow, Motéma MTM0287, 2018, CD.54
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS 
The Brecker Brothers band had a lot going for it: there was the eminently listenable yet complex 
eponymous first album. There were the changing lineups on each studio album that created new 
landscapes for Randy and Michael’s constantly evolving improvisations. There was the decade 
hiatus that allowed each brother to mature on his own, coming back with an all-new but still rec-
ognizable group sound. Fantastic horn soloists were a part of many fusion bands, and the Brecker 
Brothers had truly dazzling and game-changing ones in the form of Randy and Michael Brecker. 
It all came together in the end to produce “something special”: their unique take on and contribu-
tions to the jazz fusion movement. 
 Of the other big-name fusion bands mentioned in Chapter 1, many would change focus 
from one album to another. In particular, Weather Report comes to mind as a particularly protean 
group, with their musical tendrils finding their way into various genres here and there as well as 
several personnel shifts that were crucial to such changes. No early fusion band added vocalists, 
string players, and radio-friendly music to their albums other than the Brecker Brothers. Truly 
embodying the spirit of jazz, they used their influences in an honest way to find their own place 
in the pantheon.  
 Following, if somewhat askew, in the tradition of the great Duke Ellington where one has 
the luxury of writing for musicians they are familiar with, the Brecker Brothers knew each oth-
ers’ playing inside and out. Despite an evolving supporting cast of characters in the rhythm sec-
tion, when composing melodies and chord progressions, Randy and Michael were keenly aware 
of each others’ tendencies of phrasing, pitch, interpretation, and other musical devices. This al-
lowed them to create music that specifically spoke to the strengths of themselves and the other. 
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Simultaneously, because of the rotating members from album to album and tour to tour, they had 
to compose in a way that was universal. Perhaps this is the formula that gives that duality to their 
music: extreme complexity presented in a palatable way.  
 Having shown the impact, evolution (compositionally and improvisationally), special 
characteristics, and continuing legacy of the Brecker Brothers, this research makes the case that 
this band belongs in the same conversation as the great fusion bands of the 1970s. Indeed, the 
Brecker Brothers took things in a different direction when they joined the scene, and these inno-
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APPENDIX A: CATALOG OF REPERTOIRE AND PERSONNEL IN THE BRECKER 
BROTHERS BANDS, 1975-1996  55
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Year Album/Recording Repertoire/Track listing Additional Personnel
1975 (Sept) The Brecker Bros. (Arista) Some Skunk Funk David Sanborn (as)
Sponge Don Grolnick (k)
A Creature of Many Faces Harvey Mason (d)
Twilight Will Lee (b)
Sneakin' Up Behind You Bob Mann (g)




1976 Back to Back (Arista) Keep It Steady (Brecker Bump)Luther Vandross (v)
If You Wanna Boogie...Forget ItDavid Sanborn (as)
Lovely Lady Will Lee (b)
Night Flight Allee Willis (v)
Slick Stuff Dianne Sumler (v)
Dig A Little Deeper Patti Austin (v)
Grease Piece Robin Clark (v)
What Can A Miracle Do Lew Del Gatto (bs)








2/18 The Bijou Cafe, Philadephia PA Some Skunk Funk Don Grolnick (k)
Sponge Chris Parker (d)
Jungle Walk Will Lee (b)
Keep it Steady (Brecker Bump) Sammy Figueroa (perc)
Candles Steve Khan (g)
Night Flight
If You Wanna Boogie...Forget It
between March 4-7 Bottomline NYC Sneakin' Up Behind You Don Grolnick (k)
Cactus Chris Parker (d)
Night Flight Will Lee (b)
A Creature of Many Faces Sammy Figueroa (perc)
If You Wanna Boogie...Forget ItSteve Khan (g)
Inside Out
My Father's Place NYC Cactus Don Grolnick (k)
Sponge Chris Parker (d)
Keep it Steady (Brecker Bump) Will Lee (b)
Sammy Figueroa (perc)
Steve Khan (g)
7/25 Le Castelet, Paris, France Freedom Jazz Dance Al Di Meola (g)
Land of the Midnight Sun Will Lee (b)
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